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Personal Activity Worksheet

Previous Period’s Activity
Line 1:   Total sales number $

Line 2:   Total number of “won” deals

Line 3:   Average selling price $
Line 4:   Average length of sale 

Line 5:   Total number of leads

Line 6:   Conversion rate (divide your line 2 by line 5, then multiple by 100) %  

Goal Setting Period’s Necessary Activity
Line 7:   Target $

Line 8:   Necessary number of deals (divide line 7 by line 3)

Line 9:   Necessary number of leads (divide line 8 by line 6, then multiple by 100) 

Line 10: Necessary number of calls for this period (divide line 9 by number of weeks) 

Line 11: Necessary number of calls per day (divide line 10 by 5) 

Worksheet Overview
Use this worksheet to review your previous levels of activity and create a plan for your future target. Always 
set your target above your mandated quota. This will help you overachieve and will remove some of the 
pressure from your quota. Print this worksheet out and place it in a spot where you will see it everyday. 
Remember, we achieve what we focus on.

Part one: Review  your previous activity
Review your numbers for the previous period. Capture the following variables to the best of your ability and follow 
the instructions to find your conversion rate.

Part two: Determine the activity necessary to achieve your target
Set your target in line 7, then complete the instructions on the following lines to determine the level of activity 
necessary to hit your target.

Part three: Create a plan for when you will make your calls
Now that you know what level of activity you must conduct to achieve your target, create a plan for when you will 
make these calls. You may find it helpful to add call blocks to your schedule to ensure that you have enough time 
to follow through. Use the space below to brainstorm when you are going to commit to these call blocks.


